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QUALITY TITLED GERMAN SHEPHERDS

Vom Katzenblut ShepherdsLet me start off by telling you that we are not one of those outfits that has just gotten into the dog world. Vom Katzenblut Shepherds has

been breeding, showing and working with German Shepherds for over forty years now. We started in Miami, Florida in 1958. Becoming acquainted with our

experiences will give you a better idea of who we are; this information can be found under the Introduction section. There are a lot of people there who talk good but

don't do anything other than sell whatever their dogs produce, and they really don't know what was produced. While you don't know us personally yet, hopefully, by

the time you finish reading this, you will have an idea of how we think, our selection and evaluation procedures, kennel operations, and the questions to ask yourself

before purchasing the newest member of your family.We are a full time German Shepherd kennel specializing in the higher quality specimens of both the American

conformation and the European Schutzhund with conformation which possesses the combination of hardness for true police work and high prey / play drive to excel

in detection work. Custom importing is available. Our American bred dogs contain the work characteristics with protective instincts. We provide in-board creative

training techniques and behavior modification in our concrete kennel building, which has central heat and air, plus septic tanks and exterior open air concrete runs.

Our full time staff is here to answer any questions or concerns you may have regarding our dogs or training.All content of this listing belongs to the Owner in this

Listing! Copyright © All Rights Reserved. 
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